Lesson Plans March 31-April 4

Monday 3/31
Objective: To gain important background information about Romeo and Juliet.
Agenda:
- warm-up
- discuss compound sentence review packet
- pop quiz over Globe Theater
- complete social offenses worksheet
Homework: Complete social offenses worksheet

Tuesday 4/1
Objective: To become familiar with Shakespearean language
Agenda:
- warm up
- grade Globe quizzes
- discuss social offense rankings
- read and discuss/translate Act II, scene ii
- Hand out/explain romance survey
Homework: Romance survey due tomorrow

Wednesday 4/2/Thursday 4/3
Objective: To understand parallelism and how to effectively translate Shakespearean language.
Agenda:
- warm up
- parallelism practice
- discuss romance survey
- read prologue and Act I
Homework: Review today’s reading for clarity and comprehension

Friday 4/4
Objective: To become familiar with Shakespearean language
Agenda:
- warm up
- continue reading Act I
- explain and begin completing “daily organizer”
Homework: Review today’s reading for clarity and comprehension